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	How any manager can turn a struggling team into business champs


	In today’s uncertain economic environment, teams are asked to do more with less. With resources stretched thin, turning around a struggling team has never been harder, and managers must work to identify and maximize whatever potential strengths a team already has. As sports fans already know, behind every great underdog story is a leader who roots out the competitive advantage that will propel the team to victory. In Team Turnarounds, Joe Frontiera and Dan Leidl share how this fine art of the turnaround really works, from how to inspire the team to the actual tools for change.


	Through interviews with team managers and turnaround masters in the NFL, MLB, and the NCAA, as well as managers at top global firms who have successfully reversed their fortunes, they show the six steps every team takes to make a 180 in their performance.


	•    Presents a six-step model for turnarounds in any organization, based on the authors’ extensive research with owners and general managers of sport franchises in the MLB, NFL, and NBA

	•    Features first-hand accounts of sport turnarounds, from the legendary worst-to-first story of Bill Polian and the Indianapolis Colts to Jeffrey Lurie’s efforts to transform the Philadelphia Eagles


	•    Offers behind-the-scenes accounts of effective turnarounds at major organizations like Dominos Pizza, Juniper Networks, iContact, and the Broadway play, Spider-Man: Turn Off the Dark


	No matter how bad the circumstances, how awful the performance, or how far shares have plummeted, Team Turnarounds shows how any organization can make the climb back up to the top.
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Handbook of Politics: State and Society in Global Perspective (Handbooks of Sociology and Social Research)Springer, 2009
Political sociology is the interdisciplinary study of power and the intersection of personality, society and politics. The field also examines how the political process is affected by major social trends as well as exploring how social policies are altered by various social forces.

Political sociologists increasingly use a wide variety...
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Your Leadership Story: Use Your Story to Energize, Inspire, and MotivateBerrett-Koehler Publishers, 2015

	Stories have power. They move people in a way that facts and figures can't. Many leaders use stories as a tool, but leadership development expert Tim Tobin says most have no idea what tale their own leadership is telling. He shows how, by thinking of your career as a narrative—with a plot, characters, and an...
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MongoDB and Python: Patterns and processes for the popular document-oriented databaseO'Reilly, 2011

	
		Learn how to leverage MongoDB with your Python applications, using the hands-on recipes in this book. You get complete code samples for tasks such as making fast geo queries for location-based apps, efficiently indexing your user documents for social-graph lookups, and many other scenarios.

	
		This guide explains the basics...
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Android Espresso Revealed: Writing Automated UI TestsApress, 2019

	
		Write Android user interface (UI) tests using Google Espresso for Android. You’ll cover all the major topics of writing functional UI automated tests using the Espresso testing framework, including different ways of running automated tests, architecting test projects in an easy and maintainable way, and using tools which help to...
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Electrical Power Equipment Maintenance and Testing, Second Edition (Power Engineering)CRC Press, 2008
Paul Gill’s original book, Electrical Equipment Testing and Maintenance (1982), and the fi rst edition, Electrical Power Equipment Maintenance and Testing published in 1997, were the fi rst two books that addressed the practical aspects of electrical testing and maintenance of power system equipment and apparatus. Both books presented testing...
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Electromagnetics Explained: A Handbook for Wireless/ RF, EMC, and High-Speed Electronics, Part of the EDN Series for Design EngineersNewnes, 2002
*Covers topics using conceptual explanations and over 150 lucid figures, in place of complex mathematics
*Demystifies antennas, waveguides, and transmission line phenomena
*Provides the foundation necessary to thoroughly understand signal integrity issues associated with high-speed digital design

Written for engineers by an...
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